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Porter: Wetlands and Wildlife: Martin Johnson Heade in Florida

Wetlands and Wildlife: Martin Johnson Heade
in Flo'rida
by Charlotte M. Porter
uring the late nineteenth century and early twentieth century, Florida drew the attention of a number of literary figures,
naturalists and landscape artists who were vocal in the
national conservation m0vement.l Often traveling as observers for
developers and entrepreneurs, they documented landscapes in
words and paintings that now constitute a national treasure. In 1867,
Charles Beecher, brother of novelist Harriet Beecher Stowe arrived
at the mouth of the St. Johns River. "The river stretched away so
boundlessly," he wrote that "it seemed rather [like] a great sea or
lake."2 Impressed by the expansive beauty, Beecher described his
gateway as a "tropical scene." Biologists class* North Florida as temperate, but Beecher was enjoying the landscape in visual language
celebrated by Martin Johnson Heade and other Luminists, painters
concerned with the effects of atmospheric light on land~cape.~
Commenting on their work, art critic Robert Hughes claimed: "Only
Charlotte M. Porter is Curator at the Florida Museum of Natural History,
University of Florida, Gainesville.
1. Jack E. Davis, "Alligators and Plume Birds: The Despoliation of Florida's
Living Aesthetic," in Jack E. Davis and Raymond Arsenault, eds., ParadiseLost?
The Environmental History of Florida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
2005), 235-259.
2. Quoted by John T. Foster,Jr., and Sarah Whitrner Foster, Beechen, Stowes, and
Yankee Strangers: The Transformation of Florida (Gainesville:University Press of
Florida, 1999), 46.
3. See Barbara Novak, Nature and Culture:American Landscape and Painting, 18251875 (NewYork: Oxford University Press, 1980), 344. John I. H. Baur was the
first to use the term luminism with regard to American painting; see John
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in America, where nature was culture, could landscape painting
Heade's "America"
become so direct a form of social disc~urse."~
was larger than the United States of Hughes remark. The sweep of
his travels also included South America, Central America, and the
West in die^.^ Today, few admirers of Heade's paintings are aware of
another dimension of his social discourse, his ardent attention to
wildlife politics and policies in F l ~ r i d a . ~
By middle age, Heade had achieved success as a painter and
naturalist. His services were sought out by the second emperor of
Brazil and Charles Darwin's brilliant American antagonist, Louis
~ ~ a s s i zHaving
.'
settled in St. Augustine in the 1880s, an older
Heade turned to journalism and sent lively oped articles to the
nation's leading sporting magazine, Forest and Stream. Signed with
his penname Didymus (from a Greek word meaning double), his
diatribes targeted unregulated hunting and fishing, introduced
species, and wildlife abuses in Florida wetland^.^ Heade as Didymus
advocated unpopular measures - bag limits, fee-based hunting
and fishing licenses, and an end to commercial wildlife harvests,
including plume hunting. Influenced by earlier travels and natural
history studies, he also argued for the legal status of species, a novel
idea related to his interpretation of Darwinian evolution.
Heade regarded species management as a political issue, and, in
Florida, upscale hotel culture promoted by railroad magnate Henry

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Wilmerding, "Introduction," in John Wilmerding, ed., American Light: The
Luminist Movement, 185Q1875, Paintings, Drawings, Photographs (Washington,
D.C., National Gallery of Art, 1980), 12.
Robert Hughes, "The Untitled Manuscript of God," Time, 11 August 1980,
unpaginated review of Novak's Nature and Culture.
Didymus, "In Old-Time Wisconsin," Forest and Stream, 23 September 1898, p.
185, and "On the Chagres River," Forest and Stream, 23 September 1899, p. 244.
Few scholars have deviated from Robert Henry Welker's pioneering Birds &
Men: American Birds in Science, Art, Literature, and Conservation, 180@1900 (New
York: Atheneum, 1966),which makes no mention of Heade.
For details of Heade's life, consult Theodore E. Stebbins, Martin Johnson Heade
(College Park: University of Maryland, 1969),enlarged as The Life and WwIzs of
Martin Johnson Heade (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1975), the definitive
biography. See also Robert George McIntyre, Martin Johnson Heade, 181 9-1904
(New York Pantheon Press, 1948), 15-17, and Robert W. Schlageter, Martin
Johnson Heade (Jacksonville: Curnmer Gallery of Art, 1992),36-45.
Stebbens, Heade (1975), pp. 202-204, lists articles by Didymus. See also
Charlotte M. Porter, "Martin Johnson Heade, An Early Voice for Florida
Conservation," Proceedings of the 90th Annual Meeting of the Flmz'da Historical
Society (May 1992): pp. 182-1.
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Flagler shaped his attitude^.^ Heade's signature landscapes showed
salt marshes and coastal wetlands from Maine to Florida. By the
1890s, the rail lines that connected this stretch of Atlantic seaboard
brought Heade new students-women on holiday. Wives, daughters, students, novelists, and celebrity athletes became sight-seeing
tourists at fishing resorts and inland hunt lodges, and new tony seaside hotels. In St. Augustine, Heade's studio was a fixture at Flagler's
luxurious Hotel Ponce de Leon, and the maestro regularly attended
scheduled fetes. Guests enjoyed Heade's art lessons, and lively conversations allied his interests with a women's birding movement in
the Northeast, the nascent Audubon Society. Unbeknownst to hotel
guests, Heade as Didymus, was a regular contributor to the nation's
leading game magazine, Forest and Stream. His wildlife advocacy also
proposed management of nongame species such as sea turtles and
manatees. In time, these nongame species would prove critical to
public support of wildlife legislation.1o
Although influenced by Florida hotel culture, Heade placed
himself in the Florida naturalist tradition of William artr ram.^' He
was conversant with the furor created by Charles Darwin and his
1859 publication of Origin of the Species. Moreover, he collected
birds on South American expeditions. Finally, his range of social
and intellectual acquaintances allowed him to communicate with
leading Americans, including friends and kin of remarkable literary
women, poet Celia Thaxter, editor Mabel Loomis Todd, and novelist Julia Constance Fletcher (George Fleming). A man of many
glfts, Martin Johnson Heade reinvented himself as landscape artist,
traveler, naturalist,journalist and advocate for Florida wildlife.
This article situates Heade's career in Florida in the nineteenth-century debate over Darwin's theory' of origin of the species
by natural selection. Heade viewed Florida through the lens of his
life as an advocate for wildlife legislation. He proposed (1) limits
on hunting club privileges, (2) prohibition of sale and trade in

Edward N. Aikin, Flagler: Rockfeller Partner and Florida Baron (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 1992), 121-123.
10. See Richard West Sellars, PreservingNature in the National Parks: A History (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 7-27, and Frederick R. Davis, "A
Naturalist's Place: Archie Carr and the Nature of Florida," in Davis and
Arsenault, eds., Paradise Lost?,81-89.
11. Charlotte M. Porter, "An Eighteenth-Century Flower Child: William
Bartram,"in Davis and Arsenault, eds., Paradise Lost?,59-66.

9.
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game species and wildlife products, and (3) management of game
and non-game species.

Biographical background
Born in L u m b e ~ l l e ,near Doylestown, in Bucks County,
Pennsylvania, teenaged Martin wished to become a painter, and
his father, a successful farmer, sent him abroad to study art.'* The
young man returned from England with multiple ambitions,
including poetry, and, in 1846, changed the spelling (and possibly
the pronunciation) of his last name from Heed to Heade. This
youthful affectation was not his only name change; for twenty years
he contributed letters and editorials to the sportsmen's weekly,
Forest and Stream (the forerunner of Field and Stream) under the nom
deplume "Didymus." Known to friends asJohnson, he painted portraits, landscapes and parlor pictures. The best of these paintings
and friendships with painters Frederick Edwin Church and F.O.C.
Darley secured his place in the annals of nineteenth-century art.
In the 1860s, his light-filled coastal landscapes, lake scenes, and salt
marshes included the occasional fisherman or duck hunter.13 His
hallmark was meteorological effects uninterrupted by human
events - the dark hush before the storm, lingering twilight, and
glowing haze of sunrise.14He also showcased floral arrangements,
orchids, and hummingbirds.15 In 2004, a thirty-seven-cent United

12. Elizabeth McCausland, "Martin Johnson Heade, 1819-1904," Panorama
(October 1945): 4.
13. See Barbara Novak, American Painting of the Nineteenth Century: Realism,
Idealism, and the American Experience (NewYork: Praeger Publishers, 1969), 80109. The M. and M. Karolik Collection, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
Massachusetts, includes many of Heade's best-known landscapes.
14. For discussion, see J. Gray Sweeney, "A 'Very Peculiar' Picture: Martin
Johnson Heade's Thunderstorm over Narragansett Bay," Archives of American
Art Journal 28, No. 4 (1988):2-14, Novak, Nature and Culture, 99, and Barbara
Novak and Timothy A. Eaton, MartinJohnson Heade: A Suwq: 1840-1900 (West
Palm Beach: Eaton Fine Art, Inc., 2001), 14.
15. Katherine Morrison McClinton, "American Victorian Flower Painting: The
Poetry of Flowers," American Art & Antiques, March-April 1979, pp. 85-89.
Examples by Heade include Four Cherokee Roses and Magnolia in an Opalescent
Vase (1885-95) at The Henry Morrison Flagler Museum, Palm Beach, Florida,
discussed by Charlotte M. Porter, "Beastly Bouquets: Martin Johnson Heade,
Naturalist" paper presented at the Florida Historical Society Meeting, St.
Augustine, May 1992; see also Timothy A. Eaton, Martin Johnson Heade: The
Floral and Hummingbird Studies from the St. Augustine Historical Society (Boca
Raton: Boca Raton Museum of Art, 1992), catalog to the exhibition, and
Novak and Eaton, Heade, 60. McIntyre, Heade, 25, lists the poetry venues.
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States postage stamp showed Heade's Giant Magnolias on Blue
Velvet, ca. 1890, a painting of a Florida species in his Florida years
(now owned by the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C).
During the American Civil War, Heade traveled to Brazil in
1863-1864. Travels followed to Nicaragua and Colombia in 1866
and Colombia, Panama, and Jamaica in 1870.16During the 1870s,
he ceased to include human figures in his landscapes. Making new
demands, his works invited viewers of both genders to contemplate
natural vistas as travelers, rather than as stalkers in silent compliance with hidden marksmen, or, one might add, land speculators.
His paintings invited the viewer to become a companion in nature
with the artist-a traveler leaving no tracks. Heade, however, was
a self-acknowledged sportsman and veteran of hunt hotels in
Palatka, Florida.
In Florida, Heade returned to a childhood vocation, a self-confessed "absorbing hummingbird craze."" As Didymus, he frequently wrote about these little "mutton chops," regular visitors at
his abode.18Heade took special pleasure in feeding the birds from
a small tube filled with sugar water, which he carried on his person.lg His enjoyment of hummingbirds accompanied deeper scientific commitments. An amateur ornithologist, he maintained a
journal and collection of study skins. Having read the great North
American bird books by Alexander Wilson and John James
Audubon, he aligned himself with the legacy of another
Pennsylvanian naturalist, William Bartram, Wilson's mentor and
Audubon's benchmark of success.20
In 1883, in his mid sixties, Heade married for the first time in
Southampton, Long Island, New York, and he and his young bride,

16. The best discussion is Katharine Emma Manthorne, TropicalRenaissance: Nmth
American Artists Exploring Latin America, 1839-1879 (Washington, D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1989),which makes many references to Heade.
17. Quoted in McIntyre, Heade, 10.
18. Didymus, "Florida Hummingbirds," Forest and Stream, 25 June 1891, p. 455,
"Taming Hummingbirds," Forest and Stream, 14 April 1892, p. 348,
"Hummingbirds," F m t and Stream, 18 August 1892, p. 212, and "More
Hummingbird Phantasies," Forest and Stream, 22 May 1897, p. 405.
19. Didymus, "Bringing up Hummingbirds on the Bottle," F m t and Stream, '7July
1900, p. 5.
20. Martin Johnson Heade Papers, ca. 1853-1904, Series 1: Box 1, Folder 9,
Notebook on Hummingbirds, ca. 1881, Archives of American Art,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., available on line. Didymus,
"Hummingbirds,"Forest and Stream, 25 August 1892, p. 158.
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Elizabeth Smith, moved to St. Augustine the next year.21Unlike
Audubon, Heade found an acceptable middle ground for art and
personal contentment in the old Spanish fort community.22In his
green and pink landscape paintings, the wet meadows of Florida's
eastern coast softly beckon with radiant fullness. These pictures were
not scenes followed by "after the hunt" accessories - dead ducks,
hung rabbits, tobacco pipes, and guns - trademarks of
* ~the contrary, Heade's
Philadelphia painter, William M ~ a r n e t t .To
panoramas are scenes without the hunt, and the largest, 52 inches x
96 inches, did not require value-added accessories for visual interest.
For those travelers "new to Southern scenery," Heade demonstrated
the artistic possibilities of the "Great Florida Marsh," memorably
described in by Hamet Beecher Stowe as "the inside passage."24
"The Upper St.Johns is perfectly beautiful," he wrote to astronomer
Eben Jenks Loomis in 1883. A member of a coastal survey, Heade
was preparing pictures of the region, but "leaving out the alligators,"
animals apparently incongruous with his assignment. 25 A familiar
figure on his bicycle, Heade died in St. Augustine in 1904.

Travel
Throughout the middle decades of the nineteenth century,
naturalists and landscape artists were traveling companions.
Railroad and boundary surveys depended upon their skills of observation and draftsmanship and early mastery of photography.26
21, Roberta Smith Favis, Martin Johnson Heade in Florida (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2003), 45.
22. See letters to his wife, Lucy Bakewell Audubon, in Kathryn Hall Proby,
Audubon in Florda (Coral Gables: Universiq of Miami Press, 1974),29-30, and
William Souder, Under a Wild Sky: John Jams Audubon and the Making of Birds
of America (New York: North Point Press, 2004), 266-276.
23. See the popular and often imitated paintings by William M. Harnett (1848?1892), discussed by Alfred Frankenstein, The Reality of Appearance: The Trompe
L'Oeil Tradition in American Painting (New York: New York Graphic Society,
1970), 80-83, catalog for a traveling exhibition of the same title.
24. Harriet Beecher Stowe (1811-1896),Palmetto-Leaves (Gainesville: University of
Florida Press, 1968), 15, facsimile of the 1873 edition.
25. Martin Johnson Heade to Eben Jenks Loomis (1828-1912),12 February 1883,
Palatka, Florida, Heade Correspondence, Loomis-Wilder Papers, Yale
University Library, New Haven, Connecticut.
26. William Goetzman, Exploration and Empire: The Explorer and Scientist in the
Winning of the American West (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1971) emphasized
the role of artists. Many exhibitions followed, one of the best, "The Artist as
Explorer: Luminist Visions of Nineteenth-Century America," 3 October- 15
November 1986, Adams Davidson Galleries, Washington, D.C.
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Besides Heade, other artists who explored American frontiers
included John F. Kensett, Sanford Robinson Gifford, Worthington
Whittredge, Albert Bierstadt, William Bradford, Frederick Edwin
Church, William Henry Jackson, and Thomas ora an.*^ Like
Heade, Jackson and Moran also worked in the St. Augustine area.
Organized government exploration and ambitious business ventures brought these artists together with tycoons, sportsmen, fur
traders, missionaries, scouts, politicians, cartographers, and pundits. Some of the same urban nature buffs who enjoyed shooting
animals from railroad cars and steamboats were patrons of the fine
arts and natural history museums.28
In 1839, Darwin's published account of his voyage (1832-1836)
on the H.M.S. Beaglejoined volumes by Audubon, Wilson, Bartram
and other explorers as an agent of adventuri~rn.~~
These books
reiterated the value of travel, and, seeking career alignment, aspirants traversed southern climes for new visual content. In the
United States, many artists and their audiences shared Darwin's
admiration of the German naturalist Alexander, baron von
Humboldt, who had traveled throughout Spanish America from
1799 to 1804.~'On his return voyage to Europe, Humboldt visited
with President Thomas Jefferson and discussed possibilities of an
inter-oceanic canal. Humboldt admired the young nation's form
of government and maintained friendly correspondence networks
with American intellectual^.^' In 1845, the baron published his
monumental, five volume philosophical discourse, Kosmos. In
Great Britain and the United States, English translations by women
gave Humboldt's ideas wide outreach.32
27. Novak, Nature and Culture, 137-156.
28. Charlotte M. Porter, "The Natural History Museum," in Michael Steven
Shapiro, ed., with Louis Ward Kemp, The Museum: A Reference Guide (New
w
York: Greenwood Press, 1990), 15-18.
"
29. Charlotte M. Porter, The Eagle's Nest: Natural Histmy and American Ideas, 18121842 (University:University of Alabama Press, 1986), 55-64.
-I
,
30. For a good summary, see David L. Miller, Alexander von Humboldt, 1769-1969 ' b,
'
'
(Austin: Humanities Research Center/University of Texas at Austin, 1969),4. '
Nicolas A. Rupke, Alexander von Humboldt: A Metabiop-aphy (Chicago: University ' I
of Chicago Press, 2008), 13-80, details "The Humboldt Phenomenon."
31. Helmut de Terra, "Alexander von Humboldt's Correspondence with
Jefferson, Madison, and Gallatin," Proceedings of the American Philosophical
'I;!
Society (1959): 783806.
32. As Humboldt (1769-1859) acknowledged, ideas of the Gennan poet Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832)influenced his interests in a universal morphology, or structure of nature. Humboldt's 5-volume Kosmos. Entwug einer
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Besides Kosmos, other books, some rather esoteric, were agents
of elite male adventurism. Located in the elite Astor Hotel in New
York City, John Russell Bartlett's book establishment, Bartlett and
Welford, catered to tastes in geography, natural history, sport, and
art. By the 1840s, Bartlett's inventory prompted John Lloyd
Stephens's legendary jungle forays to uncover ancient Maya cult ~ r eHopeful
. ~ ~ for selection of the Chagres River as the proposed
inter-oceanic canal site, Stephens and a group of partners also
built the Panama .Railroad. Improved transportation allowed
access and extended the fringe of hotel culture to Panama and
three other sites under consideration for the canal.
In Humboldt's wake, New York artist Frederick Edwin Church
traveled to Amazonia and sublet his studio at 52 West 10th Street
in New York City to his friend Johnson Heade.34The 1859 debut
of Church's breathtaking Heart of the Andes coincided with
Humboldt's death and Danvin's announcement of his theory of
the origin of species by natural selection. A published Companion
to Church's Heart of the Andes claimed that the painting was
Humboldt's "interpreter."35The author, Church's fellow traveler
and aspiring novelist Theodore Winthrop argued that the picture,
second to none, presented "the triumph of Nature," and wondered, "Must we know the torrid zone only through travelled
bananas, plucked too soon and pithy?"36 Church's paintings and
Humboldt's Kosmos defined a wilderness that American businessmen would soon exploit for land and politics, as well as bananas.
Winthrop wrote in support of a new esthetic, about which
Asher Durand, president of the National Academy of Design in

33.
34.
35.

36.

physischm Weltbeschreibung (J. G. Cotta: Stuttgart and Tubingen, 1845-62)
began as lectures delivered in Berlin.
Manthorne, TropicalRenaissance, 125-126. Stephens (1805-1852) described his
famous explorations of Maya ruins in four volumes published between 1841
and 1843.
For more on Church (1826-1900) in South America, see Novak, Nature and
Culture, 66-74.
Theodore Winthrop, A Companion to the Heart of the Andes (New York: D.
Appleton & Co., 1859),4. A neglected aspect of Darwin's voyage is the plethora of visual images generated. See illustrations in Alan Moorehead, Darwin
and the Beagle (New York: Harper & Row, 1969).James Paradis, "Darwin and
Landscape," in James Paradis and Thomas Postlewait, eds., Victorian Science
and Victorian Values: Litera? Perspectives (New Brunswick: Rutgers University
Press, 1985), 85, and Manthorne, Tropical Renaissance, 55-56.
Ibid, 10.
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New York City, voiced alarm. "Go not abroad," he warned art students in 1855, lest appreciation of homespun beauty be lost to "the
most brilliant exotic."37Durand, a founder of the Hudson River
School of painting, garnered his views from essays of Henry David
Thoreau, but even transcendentalist Thoreau welcomed the
o p p o r t ~ n eHe
. ~ ~noted occasions at Walden Pond to "rise above
the necessity of virtue into an unchangeable morning light [and]
not to choose in a dilemma between right and wrong, but simply
to live right on and breathe the circumambient air.'739Heade, the
artist, exercised this freedom from choice and sustained Thoreau's
abiding philosophy in landscapes that reconciled "detail and
effect" in pictures of "stillness and serene composure." By contrast,
young Winthrop, one of the first Union officers killed in the Civil
War, lampooned Walden as "The Model Frog Pond." "
Winthrop's caustic wit may have encouraged Heade's fearless
attitude toward color and his desire to travel the "torrid zone." In
studies of coastal marshes begun in Rhode Island, Heade laid
down purple beside peach, red beside pink. The book collector,
Bartlett, having landed a political appointment as commissioner of
the Mexican Boundary Survey, patronized Heade and corresponded on his behalf into the 1860s. By 1863, Heade had finished the
marsh paintings that financed his first trip to Brazil. There, he
seized on new subject matter, hummingbirds fighting among
orchids in Arna~onia.~~
In ancient Maya traditions, hummingbirds
are birds of war." Composing his signature pieces, had Heade

3'7. Durand (1796-1886) quoted by Ella M. Foshay, fiflections @Nature: Howers in
American Art (New York: Alfred A. Knopf with the Whitney Museum of
American Art, 1984), 125.
38. Barbara Babcock Lassiter, American Wilderness: The Hudson River School of
Painting (Garden City: Doubleday & Co., 1978), 122-123. Novak, Nature and
Culture, 108-109;Albert Gelpi, "White Light in the Wilderness: Landscape &
Self in Nature's Nation," in Wilmerding, White Light, 302.
39. Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862), The Journal of Henry D. Thoreau, ed. by
Bradford Torrey and Francis H. Allen (New York: Dover, 1962) I: 84.
40. Winthrope, Companion, 9.
41. See Timothy A. Eaton, Martin Johnson Heade: The Horal and Hummingbird
Studiesfiom t h St. Augustine Historical Society (Boca Raton: Boca Raton Museum
of Art, 1992),catalog for a traveling exhibition organized in 1992-1995.
42. Elizabeth P. Benson, Birds and Beasts of Ancient Latin America (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 1997), 77-79, and Donald A. Mackenzie, Myths of
Pre-ColumbianAmerica (London:Gresham, 1923;New York: Dover, 1966),284.
For a different interpretation, see Sara Godwin, Hummingbirds (New York:
Mallard Press, 1991), 28.
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remembered conversations with Stephens at Bartlett's bookstore at
the Astor Hotel?
WFq7
In the 1870s, he visited two proposed canal sites in Panama and
Nicaragua and made other trips farther south. A guest of the railroad company, he traveled in style. In 1899, Didymus recalled his
sojourn along the Chagres River. Fortunately immune to the local
fever, he lodged with a family from Maine. The "educated wife, he
recalled, possessed "catering powers that would satisfy an epicure."43
February 1883 found Heade on a hotel junket in north central
Florida. He praised accommodations in Jacksonville, but damned
the hotel in Ocala. Lodgings in Palatka and Waldo he found modest but satisfactory." Apparently considering relocation to Florida,
he bemoaned the numbers of northern invalids come for the water
cure and Englishmen. They were "crowding the crackers - &
devouring their substance." Ever the naturalist, he also complained that he had not "seen a hummingbird. . . I wonder where
the little rascals are!" Concerns with hotels, tourists, and wildlife
would define his life in Florida.

Scientific pursuits
Heade's lifelong mania for hummingbirds reflected his travel
experiences and his familiarity with contemporary scientific publications, including Darwin's 1862 work on the fertilization of
orchids by insects.45 The year 1863, once again, found Heade
tracking a land boom and crest of new ideas. This time, the catalyst for his travels to Brazil was the Southern Emigration Society.
Organized to attract middle-class Confederates to settle in Brazil, a
nation with vast land holdings and legal slavery, the society encouraged the establishment of communities sympathetic to the
Southern cause. Whatever his real-estate interests, Heade took
advantage of the opportunity and recorded the region's hummingbirds in Gems of Brazil,one of the first scientific publications devoted to hummingbirds (Trochilidae).46 Heade drew these tiny birds
43. Didymus, "On the Chagres River," Forest and Stream, 23 September 1899,
p.244.
44. Heade to Loomis, 12 February 1883.
45. See unpaginated preface to Charles Darwin, The Various Contrivances by Which
Orchids are Fertilized by Insects (London:John Murray, 1904). This popular edition discusses the fertilization of Cattleya on p. 143.
46. Novak and Eaton, Survey, pp. 26-27, and S. Peter Dance, The Art of Natural
History: Animal Illustrators and Their Work (Woodstock, N.Y.: Overlook Press,
1978), 119.
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from life, not from dead specimens, and, for his efforts, Emperor
of Brazil, Dom Pedro 11, named him to The Order of the Rose, the
highest honor awarded a foreigner. In London to reproduce the
plates as chromolithographs, Heade, became disheartened with
the results and abandoned the elegant and expensive project.
Heade7sstandard of comparison was the celebrated Monograph
of the Trochilidae, published by the English ornithologistJohn Gould
with illustrations by his wife, Elizabeth Cozen ~ o u l d . ~John
'
Gould's phrase, "flying jewels," may have inspired Heade's title.48
The chromolithographs for Gould's Monograph bolstered Victorian
expectationsfor natural history in domestic settings. They removed
specimens from the wild and centered them in a tidy fashion on
mostly white backgrounds, much like the patterns on wallpaper and
china services. Despite successes with their "flyingjewels," neither
John nor Eliza traveled to the Neotropics. Heade, with the advantage of experience, expressed regret that their "great work" was
"not made up from personal knowledge [like his] but gathered
from travelers and explorers."49These travelers included Darwin
and other British colleagues at the Zoological Society with whom
John Gould had described the birds collected on the voyage of
~ e a ~ lAlthough
e . ~ ~ Heade lacked comparable collaborators and
institutional affiliation to carry out his project, twentieth-century
ornithologist Ludlow Griscom preferred the proof plates for Gems
of Brazil to Audubon's illustrations of hummingbird^.^^
Following the Civil War, Darwin's ideas changed the study of
natural history in the United States.52 Prominent among the sci-

4'7. Dance disagrees, but Sacheverell Sitwell, Fine Bird Books, 17001900 (New
York: Atlantic Monthly Press, 1990), 39-40, considers the Monograph of the
Trochilidae, or Family of Humming-birds (London: 1849-1887), completed by
Richard Bowdler Sharpe, to be the greatest work of John Gould (18041881).
48. Gould's note prefacing Part Three, quoted by Dance, Art, 19.
49. Didymus, "Taming Hummingbirds," p. 348. As early as 1832, Eliza Gould
began drawings, now owned by the Museum of Natural History in London;
see Hugh Kennedy, Sue Ann Houser, Debra Gann, and Mary Beth Reiss,
Catalogue 90:A Catalogue of Ornithological Illustration 1660-1880 (NewYork: W.
Graham Arader 111, 1989), 16.
50. No slouch, Gould had prepared descriptions of Australian and Galapagos
Island birds by February 1837; see Duncan M. Porter, "The Beagle Collector
and His Collections," in David Kohn, ed., The Darwinian Heritage (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1985), 989.
51. McIntyre, Heade, 44.
52. Cynthia Eagle Russell, Darwin in America: The Intellectual Response, 1865-1912
(San Francisco: W.H. Freeman, 19'76), 147.
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entists who questioned Darwin's conclusions was Swiss-born Louis
Agassiz, whose international reputation in paleontology and geology had brought him to the United States in 1846. Having accepted a professorship in zoology and geology at Harvard University, in
1859, Agassiz founded the Museum of Comparative Zoology in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. In 1865-1866, benefactor Nathaniel
Thayer funded Agassiz's elaborate fish survey of the Amazon River.
In Brazil, Agassiz, his energetic wife Elizabeth Cabot Cary Agassiz,
and team of assistants (including student William James) traveled
under the hospitable patronage of Dom Pedro 11. They returned
to the museum with casks of untold numbers of fish species.53
Having consolidated alliances for natural history collections,
Agassiz asked Heade, in Brazil again in 18'70,to procure "50 to 100
eggs" of hummingbirds "for scientific purposes."54Agassiz planned
to return to Brazil in 18'71, and perhaps Dom Pedro I1 or a mutual friend, the Reverend James Cooley Fletcher, a missionary, fish
collector, and political appointee, put the two men in
Heade, ever the realist, complained about the impossibility of the
jungle task and dismissed the egging assignment as folly in light of
his failed Gems of Brazil. Despite Agassiz's eminence, or because of
it, he declined to join the scientific corps. Few people said no to
Agassiz, but Heade was not alone. Martha Maxwell, citing Agassiz's
influence on her unusual career as taxidermist in the Rocky
Mountains, chided herself, "had I known how to use this genius I
should have done more work for science, art, and myself and less
for the moths."56That is, she, too, chafed of providing unreturned
favors for the charismatic Agassiz. Ichthyologist George Brown
Goode, a leader at the Smithsonian Institution in Washington,

-

,

I

I

53. For more on Agassiz (1807-1873), see Mary P. Winsor, Reading the Shape of
Nature: Comparative Zoology at the Agassiz Museum (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1991), 4,9-11, 66-76; Christoph Irmscher, The Poetics of Natural
Historyfiom John Bartram to WilliamJames (New Brunswick: Rutgers University
Press, 1999), 236-281.
54. Didymus, "TamingHummingbirds,"p. 348.
55. J. C. Fletcher (1823-1901) with D. P. Kidder wrote Brazil and the Brazilians
(Philadelphia:Childs and Peterson, 1857), a work which may have prompted
Agassiz's notorious photo albums of native peoples; see also Manthorne,
Tbqbical Renaissance, 118-119.
56. Quoted by Maxine Benson, Martha Maxwell, Rocky Mountain Naturalist
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1986), 158-159. During the
Philadelphia Centennial Exposition, Heade might have seen work by Maxwell
(1831-1881) in the Women's Pavilion. Featured as a gun-toting cougar killer,
Maxwell was a college graduate.
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D.C., also warned of the dangers of "individual influences" during
"the period of Agassiz," more recently described by Christoph
Irmscher as "Agassiz ~ ~ o n i s t e s . " ~ ~
Besides the undue commitment of time and lost painting commissions, Heade had a scientific reason to refuse Agassiz. Darwin
had just published the Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex,
but did not confine the contents to human evolution. Chapter XI11
discussed the "secondary sexual characters of birds," the ornamental plumage of males "due to the selection by the females."58His
examples included hummingbirds, the smallest of birds, which
Darwin described as "the most quarrelsome," their "season of love"
filled with "battle" between males of the same species "before
admiring females."59Darwin cited the Goulds' "splendid volumes,"
but they were not the source for the two black-and-white woodcuts,
(figures 48 and 49) in the popular American edition. These lifesize images failed to depict the birds in flight.
Heade had mastered the challenge of showing hummingbirds in
flight in sketches and oil paintings now owned by the St. Augustine
Historical Society, Florida, the Shelburne Museum, Vermont, and
the National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. From a Darwinian
standpoint, however, the virtuosity of these polished oils is misleading because his work shows contests between males of different
species. The female bird on or near the nest has already chosen her
mate, and Darwinian male combat should no longer be necessary.
Yet, Heade's tiny pugilists fight on. Has he missed Darwin's hndamental point about sexual selection?Or, did he intend his painterly
juxtapositions of hummingbirds and flowers to compare sexual selection and visual taste? This often racy topic brought together authors
as varied as the Victorian scientific publicist, George Douglas
Campbell, eighth duke of Argyll, Church's friend, the dead
Winthrop, and Francis Moonan writing for Forest and Stream.60

5'7. Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, ed., The Origins of Natural Science in America: TheEssays
of George Brown Goode (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press,
1991), 156. Goode (1851-1896) cautioned against giving Agassiz "too much
prominence."Irmscher,Poetics, 236.
58. Charles Darwin, Descent of Man, and Selection in Relation to Sex (corrected 2nd
ed.; New York: A. L. Fowle, n.d. [18'74]) , 396.
59. Darwin, Descent of Man, 36'7.
60. In a magazine serial, "The Reign of Law," Good Works, 1865, pp. 126-133; 227232, Campbell (18231900) argued that Darwin's theory did not explain beauty in nature. His examples included hummingbirds and orchids. Francis
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MARTINJ. HEADE
As for the orchids in these pictures, Heade had ample oppor
nities to view species growing in the wild and in cultivation at th
Royal Botanic Collections, Kew, ~ n ~ l a n On
d . both
~ ~ sides of th
Atlantic, enthusiasts compared colored plates of orchids and 0th
hothouse species in Curtis's Botanical Magazine, edited by Darwin
correspondent, Joseph Dalton Hooker, and illustrated by Ma
Smith, Hooker's cousin. They also enjoyed growing exotics,
Heade is said to have introduced rice paper plant (Tetrapanax
PagymIfera) to the gardens of St. A u g u ~ t i n eNudged
.~~
on by the infl
ential Campbell, domestic tastes combined science and sentiment
and created a market for flower paintings, a genre in which Headq
excelled. 63 During the 1870s, he continued life studies of flowers,'
and the St. Augustine Historical Society owns sketches of two of his
favorite orchids, Laelia purpurata and Cattlqra spp., native to Mexico
and Brazil. Did Heade try to publish these studies? Publishers in the
United States were on the lookout. In 1904, the year of Heade's
death, the American editors of Darwin's book on orchids added
illustrations by Johann Friedrich Theodor (Fritz) Miiller, a German
correspondent of Darwin, who immigrated to Brazil.
Hotel life
In St. Augustine, Heade found a commitment to place, and
the newly-wed Heades set up house at 105 San Marco Street, midway between the intersection of present State Road 207 and Route
1 (Dixie Highway).64 By June 1885, they owned a nearby tract with
five dwellings. An investment group was building a narrow-gauge
railroad between Jacksonville and St. Augustine, and Heade was
hopeful for St. Augustine, "by far the most attractive winter resort,
except [for] the lack of wisdom of her rulers."65 His perennial
complaint about politicians acknowledged the diversity of tourists,
as well as the region's diminished wildlife, noted also by Harriet
Beecher Stowe: "to shoot for the mere love of killing is perfect bar-

61.
62.
63.
64.
65.

.

!

Moonan discussed beauty and chance in "Is 'Protective Coloring' a Myth?"
h e s t and Stream, 31 Januay 1903, p. 108.
Schlageter, Heade, 11.
McIntyre, Heade, 66.
Lynn L. Merrill, The Romance of Victorian Natural Histmy (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1989), 92.
Favis, Heade in Elom'da,4345.
Didymus, "Notes of Floridian Experience,"Forest and Stream, 24 May 1883, p.
324.
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barism, unworthy of any civilized man."66As a visiting "snowbird,"
Didymus had praised hunting and fishing in Florida. As a resident,
he reexamined the consequences of the sportsman's culture: "to
get a shot at a deer or turkey one must go to an uncivilized region
and live on 'hog and hominy' with dirt ad libitum."67
In 1886, as part of the planned Florida East Coast Railway, Henry
Morrison Flagler, Standard Oil millionaire and partner of John D.
Rockefeller, opened a lavish 450-room hotel, which Heade described
as the "Paunch de
Flagler spared no cost for the Hotel
Ponce de Leon: Louis Comfort TifiBny designed elaborate interior
decorations, which included seventy-nine colored glass windows;
Thomas Moran painted a grandiose portrait of the Spanish conquistador, Ponce de Leon, and Heade received commissions of $2000 for
two huge murals, T h Great Hmida Marsh and T h St. Johns Rivm By
December 1887,Heade wrote Loomis, Flagler had established him in
a studio complex at the
The other artists included George W.
Seavey, Frank Henry Shapeleigh,William Staples Drown, and Robert
Germon. While male guests went hunting and fishing, traf5c at the
hotel ateliers was lively. The artists-in-residence taught students and
exhibited their pictures. Actively engaged in hotel social life, they
entertained company before and after lunch and at Friday evening
receptions. In 1891, T h St. Augustine Nws provided an elegant picture of "the ladies in their smart, thin gowns and shade hats.. .and the
men, in white flannels and straw hats."70For the art receptions, the
hotel artists "donned their evening dress," and between "the hours of
eight and eleven the studios were thronged." According to the News
Hmald, Bertha von Hillern, a famous international p e h t k n e (walking athlete) on tour and ardent femininst, was a close friend of
another hotel artist, Marie 5 ~ e c k e t . ~ ~
66. Quoted by Foster and Foster, Beechers, Stowes, 106.
6'7. Didymus, "Game Preserves," Forest and Stream, 28 November 1903, p. 422.
68. Heade to Loomis, St. Augustine, 19June 1885. Flagler (1830-1913)visited the
old city with his young wife in 1885 and recognized the potential for develop
ment. Photographed by William Henry Jackson, c. 1887-1889, the elaborate
Hotel Ponce de Leon complex now houses Flagler College. See Edward N.
Akin, Hagler: RockefellerPartner and l??oridaBaron(Kent State University Press,
1988; Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1992), 121-123.
69. John Canady, "M. J. Heade, American Loner," New YmJz Times, 16 November
1969, p. 25.
70. Unsigned, "ArtReception," The St. Auptine News, 8 February 1891, p. 12.
71. See handout prepared by Mary S. Ross for the Heade Art Exhibit, February
1945, and other inserts in the Heade Biographical File, St. Augustine
Historical Society.
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During the previous decade, Harper's New Monthly Magazine
also catered to Florida tourists with big-fish stories and natural history hype - tongue-in-cheek debates about Darwian evolution. A
four-part serial, "Along the Florida Reef" picked an easy target for
jest, a common beach creature of low tide, the hermit crab. "The
'developmentalists' [evolutionists] can take comfort, for here is,"
the unnamed author bantered, a species trying "to establish itself
by 'natural selection.' Can we not imagine the hermit eventually
stuck to his stolen shell...in accordance with the theory of
~ a r w i n ? "The
~ ~ accompanying illustration, a clever cartoon,
showed the hermit crab "after the hunt" in "his" new home, a gentleman's pipe bowl dropped on the sea floor. Instead of a seashell,
the lowly hermit has opted for the digs of an upscale hotel bachelor. The humor involved social mobility, tourism, and
Reconstruction.
The habits of the same clubby set that provided Heade (and
the hermit crab) with his hotel sinecure came under fire in
Didymus's acerbic letters to Forest and Stream, a sportsman's weekly
published in New York City. The editor was naturalist George Bird
Grinnell, a well-connected Yale man, credited with saving the
American bison from e ~ t i n c t i o nFor
. ~ ~"all who take an interest in
Outdoor Recreation and Study," the banner head of Forest and
Stream boasted "lore of woods and waters, sketches of travel and
adventure with rod and gun, stories of camp and woodland shanty
life, natural history papers on game and song birds, studies of wild
animals and their ways, camp-fire years, instructive papers, and
roughly told experiences of backwoods hunters." Forest and Stream
also published "hints, helps and wrinkles" about the outdoors in
books attributed to authors with phony Indian names and female
pseudonyms familiar to faithful readers. Advertised offerings for
the year 1887 included: Fwest and Stream Fables by Awahsoose,
"fables in prose and to every one a picture"; Canoe Handling by C.
Bowyer "Dot" Vaux; Canoe and Camp Cookery by Seneca; Woodcraft by
Nessmuk, as well as Hunting Trips of a Ranchman by Theodore

'72. Part three of an unsigned four-part article, "Alongthe Florida Reef," Harper's
Neur Monthly Magazine 18'71,reprinted in Frank Oppel and Tony Meisel, eds.,
Tales of Old Norida (Secaucus: Castle, 1987), 297.
'73. Best-known as an anthropologist, Grinnell (1849-1938) is the subject of
Michael Punke, Last Stand: George Bird Grinnell, the Battle to Save the BufSaalo, and
the Birth ofthe New West (New York: Harper Collins, 2003).
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Roosevelt, a good friend of editor Grinnell. Roosevelt's book
added credibility and gravitas to this list and linked woodsmen of
every stripe.74
By 1881, Fiest and Stream provided Heade with a bully pulpit,
and, appealing to a wide audience, he delivered an earful. His
agenda was three-fold: (1) limits for hunt-club privileges, a social
issue; (2) prohibition of sale and trade in game species and wildlife
products, an economic issue, and (3) management of game and
non-game species, a legal issue. For some Floridians, the period of
Reconstruction, 1863-1877, brought unwelcome changes as shallow-draft steamboats permitted public passageway throughout the
St.Johns watershed. Accommodations, as Heade repeatedly noted,
were primitive, but, in 1873, fifty thousand tourists, men and
women, slept on deck to visit Silver
A decade later,
Didymus extended his message to these middle-class nature
tourists and denounced those who "monopolized" the best hunting tracts as game and trout "hogs," more interested in "big bags"
than sportsmanship.76 "If I were the autocrat of America," he
harangued, "no club or set of men should own more than 5,000
acres instead of 15,000 or 20,000 which some clubs have."77 His
examples included "Wealthy men [who] have bought up nearly all
the approachable land in the Adirondacks...for fear that others
besides themselves might have some pleasure."78This was a somewhat dated reference to the Saturday Club, a well-heeled group of
Agassiz admirers interested in philosophical discourse and upstate
New York preservation. To assist his cause, Heade even brought in
old time religion: "Some of these men," he wrote of game hogs,
"pretend to be Christians. . .but they trample on the Golden
~ u l e . Didyrnus
"~~
was not afraid to lock horns with local interests

'74. Scott Gurney, "Biographical Portrait: Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919),"Forest
History Today, Fall 2008, pp. 58-61.
75. Samuel Proctor, "Prelude to the New Florida, 1877-1919," in Gannon, ed.,
New History, 266-276.
76. Didymus, "Concerning Big Bags of Ducks," Forest and Stream, 2 December
1888, p. 449, and "Shooting the Golden Rule," Forest and Stream, 15January
1898, p. 49.
77. Didymus, "Game Preserves," Forest and Stream, 28 November 1903, p. 422.
78. Didymus, "The Preserve Question," Forest and Stream, 25 December 1897, p.
511.
79. Didymus, "Game Parks and Other Things," Forest and Stream, 7 February 1903,
p. 108.
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promoting competitions for trophy catches, for example, 500 redfish per person per day. "This record-breaking business," he complained, "is kept up at the different hotels along the [Atlantic]
coast and published as one of the chief attraction^."^^ Didymus
argued that overharvest, high-volume waste of food fish, was bad
business and bad biology.
Writing in the hey-day of plume hunting, Didymus lowered the
boom on "game butchers'' and "market-shooters" in ~ l o r i d a . ~ ~
Killing thousands of male birds to market the sexual plumage for
the fashion industry, plume hunters were a motley lot referred to
in Grinnell's banner head as "backwoods" and "shanty." Didymus
exhorted other men to join him in opposition to these scoundrels
and outsiders too lazy to do real work and too greedy to eschew
easy profits. In a letter titled "Birds and Bonnets," he claimed, "A
young lady at my present resting place indignantly denies that
[women's fashions] are any longer at the bottom of this needless
bird slaughtering business."82To the contrary, "nearly all women
who have souls worth saving have joined the Audubon Society."83
One type of club activity had hatched another.84Was this outspoken houseguest Laura Woodward, an artist friend of the Heades'
from Mount Hope, New York? 85 St. Augustine, no longer a backwater, appealed to the nation's larger natural history community,
and, by 1895,Woodward's younger relative, Frank H. Genung, was
collecting insects for the prestigious Academy of Natural Sciences
a.~~
collections of birdskins,
in Philadelphia, P e n n ~ ~ l v a n iGenung's
the best in Florida, were a possible scientific resource for Heade.
In his role as editor-in-chief of Forest and Stream, Grinnell was
strategic as he sorted out the large number of missives the magazine received for each issue. Thirty years younger than Heade, he

80. Didymus, "SenatorQuay's Snappers,"Forest and Stream, 29January 1898, p. 90.
81. Didymus, "Shootingand the Golden Rule,"Forest and Stream, 15January 1898,
p. 49, and "Concerning Big Bags of Ducks," Forest and Stream, 2 December
1899, p. 449.
82. Didymus, "Birdsand Bonnets,"Forest and Stream, 14July 1892, p. 28.
83. Ibid.
84. See Mark V. Barrow,Jr., A Passion fm Birds: American hithology aFAudubon
(Princeton:Princeton University Press, 1998), 127-134.
85. Woodward (1834-1926),the subject of Deborah Pollock, Laura Woodward: The
Artist behind the Innovator Who Developed Palm Beach (West Palm Beach: West
Palm Beach Historical Society with Blue Heron Press, 2009).
86. C. W. Johnson, "Diptera from Florida," Proceedings of the Academy of Natural
Sciences 47 (1895): 303.
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boldly published the unsavory letters and essays that triggered
Heade's response as Didymus. In a deft balance, the resulting spats
promoted sales of Forest and Stream as groundswell for emerging
chapters of the Audubon Society. Grinnell was able to enlist
spokeswomen, often relatives of distinguished naturalists and
other persons of influence in legislative circles, and letters by
Didymus gave Grinnell's cause outreach. Heade's penname also
allowed freedom to spar with readers and to make public fools of
other writers such as the brutish Coquina who s,et fire to alligat o r ~ . ~Heade
'
outed Coquina as George 0. Shields, successful
author of hunting and fishing books and writer for rival Haqer's.
Didymus certainly baited his antagonists, but was Heade, using different pennames, also writing as his antagonists?Didymus did not
attack women, bird hobbyists, adolescent nest collectors, or other
potential supporters of the Audubon Society, or, if he did, Grinnell
did not forward those letters to press. In 1892, for example,
Didymus did not respond to a note from M, who wrote, "If evolution and the survival of the fittest be true at all, the destruction of
prey and human rivals must have been among the most important
of man's primitive functions and these have become ingrained."88
This piece Grinnell ran with the header, DON'T BLAME US. In
1898, Didymus did not answer E. P. Alexander's long ramble about
"evolution" of animal instincts. 89 He also separated himself from
professional ornithological criticism of Audubon Society
"ornithophily," sentimental bird-hugging in today's parlance.g0
An unsigned review in the inaugural issue of The Audubon
Magazine credited the publisher, Grinnell, with founding of the
Audubon Society on 13 ~ebruaryl
886.91 Early members included
the Smith College chapter in Massachusetts and Loomis's daughter, Mabel Loomis Todd, editor of the poems of Emily Dickinson.
Within ten months, Forest and Stream recruited a membership of
20,000 for the society. The enthusiastic national response entailed
87. Didymus, "Exterminatory Peregrinations,"Forest and Stream, 10 June 1899, p.
445, continued 24 June 1899, p. 485. "That Court Document," Forest and
Stream, 27 April 1901, p. 327, continued attack on Shields (1846-1925). See
also "Looking Backward,"Forest and Stream, 9 November 1901, p. 363.
88. M, "DON'TBLAME US," Forest and Stream, 11 August 1893, p. 212.
89. E. P. Alexander, "Origin of Animal Instincts," Forest and Stream, 1 October
1898, p. 185.
90. Robert E. Kohler, All Creatures: Naturalist, Collectors, and Biodiversity, 18501950
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006), 276.
91. Unsigned, "A Review,"The Aubudon Magazine, February 1887, p. 15.
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a collective cu@amea, much of it female: "Many of the more active
lady members," formerly "wore feathers, simply because it was the
fashion."92Writing in the same issue of The Audubon Magazine, the
well-known New Hampshire poet and hotelier, Celia Thaxter
addressed "woman's heartlessness" with an undercurrent of femininism. "How refreshing," she exclaimed, "is the sight of the birdless bonnet," in Darwinian terms, a hat without secondary male
characteristic^.^^ The campaign of the Audubon Society also
included youth. "It would be hard to say whether boys or girls have
behaved most generously...To both sexes membership in the
Audubon Society involves some self-denial for conscience sake...to
maintain the high character of the race."94That is, virtue was its
own reward, but early Audubon enthusiasts, male and female, did
not envision either the interest or need of African-American and
Native American members, despite the sporting fondness for
Indian pseudonyms, handicrafts, and "lore."
To cobble a consensus, Didymus addressed entrenched public
attitudes: "Florida has legislators of wonderful foresight, who can
always be relied on to see the danger of extermination game and
plumage birds after they have di~appeared."~~
Every voter was part
of the problem as long as politicians were "in no danger of losing
votes."96As early as 1881, Didymus had demanded "sensible game
laws" and "their strict enf~rcement,"~'
His letter of October 1898
opened on a note of disgust: "I doubt if there is a State in the
Union where everything in the shape of a bird and beast is being
so rapidly e~terminated."~~
He was trying to make extinction of
species other than birds a political issue. With sad conviction, he
wrote that manatees, like sea turtles, have a limited future."99
Appealing to the responsible hunter's sportsmanship, Didymus
also tried to widen the issue of wildlife conservation by evoking
fairness for the Florida Seminoles. "The Indians," he wrote, "know
92. Ibid., p. 16.
93. Celia Thaxter, "Woman's Heartlessness," The Aubudon Magazine, February
1887, p.13.
94. Unsigned, "A Review,"p. 15.
95. Didyrnus, 'Walloping the Citizens,"Forest and Stream, 12 May 1900, p. 366.
96. Ibid.
9'7. Didyrnus, "Are They Monopolies," Forest and Stream, 15 September 1881, p.
128.
98. Didyrnus,"FloridaTurtle Eggs,"Forest and Stream, 22 October 1898, p. 325.
99. Ibid, and Didyrnus, "The Florida Manatee,"Forest and Stream, 15 August 1896,
p.125.
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that [sustainable hunting] one of their sources of income is being
destroyed, but what can they do to prevent it?"lo0After the State of
Florida imposed bag limits and a license fee of $10 for non-residents in May 1899, Didymus was quick to support the stiff new
law.lol Before a divided public could resolve Darwinism, he knew
that time was running out for some species in Florida. He realized
that they required legal status for protection, not religious and theoretical debates about natural selection and manly codes of behavior. Legal status required public will, and too seasoned to care
about the fall-out, Didymus became a cranky curmudgeon, feigning deafness before adversaries.

Heeding Heade: Conclusion
As an artist of coastal landscapes, Heade preferred low flat
marshes to the mountains made famous by Durand and other
Hudson River School painters. Travels in the Neotropics provided
him, like Church, with dramatic vistas, new picture content, and
resistant truths. Heade's art addressed the meaning of beauty in
nature, but his efforts to unifjr the esthetics of large luminous sunsets with tiny iridescent hummingbirds met with trials in the context of Darwinism. As Heade's parlor pictures demonstrated, he
was better able to transpose tropical views in North American sitting rooms than to project Victorian concepts of the nature atlas
such as his Gems of Brazil upon South American landscapes. Said
another way, he was unable to achieve a synthesis of the pictorial
content of Luminism with the scientific content of Darwinism, and
he exploited two tracks of expression. Heade the artist explored
the place of beauty and biology in an enlarged vision of nature that
included "torrid" wetlands as well as "model frog ponds," parlors,
and luxury hotels. Indefatigable, his stubborn double, Didymus,
used "manly" sporting sentiments to shame "game hogs" and
frame the environmental and social impact of over-hunting and
fishing in Florida. Heade's extant notebook studies and paintings
do not show the trashed fish, vandalized sea turtle nests or slaughter piles which Didymus described in print. To the contrary, his
pastoral landscapes omit the drainage canals and burned mangroves that have made them possible in Florida.
100. Didymus, "Florida Plume Birds," Forest and Stream, 17 April 1897, p. 304.
101. Didymus, "Exterminatory Peregrinations," p. 445, 485. See also Robert M.
Young, "Darwinism is Social," in Kohn, ed., Darwinian Heritage, 609-638.
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Reconciling Heade the artist and Didymus the wildlife advocate will remain a challenge for scholarship. During the decade of
the American Civil War, Agassiz's network of specimen procurement for the Museum of Comparative Zoology sought out Heade,
a man of modest means, to collect, but Didymus, his own brand of
Darwinist, condemned the outreach of the MCZ as the biggest
hunt club of them all. Biological design defined Agassiz's career
concerns with comparative zoology, but, by the Columbian
Exposition of 1893, design connoted a partnership of art and technology, a human product of artificial selection. The exposition,
held in Chicago, Illinois, celebrated westward expansion and
progress, but despite Flagler's successes, Florida's state exhibits did
not include art works by Heade.lo2Perhaps bureaucrats on the
selection committee recognized the artist as their caustic critic,
Didymus. As he promulgated wildlife management, Didymus
recast species issues as human choices, and enlarged Darwin's
term, artificial selection, to encompass political selection. No foe
of technological intrusion, Didymus tried to equate nature's good
with public good. Heade began his observations of nature in a biosphere defined by Humboldt and gas lights. Didymus arrived at his
conclusions in landscapes redefined by Darwin and Edison lights.
Heade's realization that human choices about species were sundowning natural selection gives his paintings additional meaning
and menace. Removed from South America, Heade's fighting hummingbirds introduced the issue of scale to the magnitude of danger
and raised the difficult question of human intervention, hubris. In
the Descent of Man, Darwin recounted two captive male hummingbirds. One would have killed the other "had not the observer interfered, the female [bird] all the time looking on as a quiet
spectator."103Heade's hummingbirds occupy spaces in which the
fighting males seem to make the important choices, but Darwin's
aside about human interference compounded Didymus's ethics of
decision. Confronting nature, should a person watch, intervene,
pray, shrug, or record? On the pages of Fbrest and Stream, Didymus
urged sportsmen of Florida to cast their votes rather than their trophy lines. He realized that women were voting with their hats.

102. See Stephen KerDer, "Florida and the World's Columbian Exposition of
1893,"I4?medaHistorical Quarterij LXVI (July198'7):25-49.
103. Darwin, Descent of Man, 367.
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